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It is well known that low-frequency Alfvén waves can be excited due to an ion/ion instability when
a tenuous ion beam streams through a background plasma along a magnetic field. In this article,
using a one-dimensional particle-in-cell code, the consequence of this beam–plasma interaction
process is investigated. Emphasis is placed on the nonlinear effects of enhanced Alfvén waves on
beam electrons. In the simulation, the speed between the beam plasma and ambient plasma is
considered to be 10 V A 共where V A is the Alfvén speed兲, the ratio of beam–plasma density to
background plasma density is n b /n 0 ⫽0.006 (n b and n 0 are the beam and total plasma densities兲.
For the case ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 ( ␤ i being the ratio of kinetic pressure of the ions to magnetic pressure兲,
the Alfvén waves begin to grow exponentially at about t⫽32 ⍀ ⫺1
i , and they saturate at about t
.
The
excited
waves
are
nearly
monochromatic,
which
satisfies
the resonant condition, and
⫽88 ⍀ ⫺1
i
the perpendicular velocity 共the velocity component whose direction is perpendicular to the ambient
magnetic field兲 distribution of the beam electrons peaks away from its origin with a maximum radius
about 2.5 V A at the saturation stage. Then, the amplitude of the excited waves decreases and the
higher-frequency waves are also excited. A quasi-equilibrium stage is reached at about t
⫽100 ⍀ ⫺1
i , and the radius of the ring in the perpendicular velocity distribution is about 0.7 V A . For
the case ␤ i ⫽0.04, the situation is similar except that the radius of the ring in the perpendicular
velocity distribution of the beam electrons is smaller, and the ring almost disappears at the
quasi-equilibrium stage. Another point is that both the beam and background electrons can be heated
by the excited Alfvén waves. The heating effect is more significant for the beam electrons than the
background electrons, and their final thermal speeds are anticorrelated with the parameter ␤ i .
© 2004 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1631288兴

I. INTRODUCTION

hanced Alfvén waves can also lead to the heating of the
ambient plasma.19 Such a finding was unexpected because
conventional wisdom based on linear theory seems to predict
that Alfvén waves can only interact with beam ions but not
with the ambient plasma. The reason is that in linear theory,
wave–ion interactions rely on the resonant condition, which
cannot be satisfied by the thermal ions. However, recent theoretical studies by Li et al.,19 Wu et al.,20 and Chen et al.21
have convinced us that nonlinear interactions do not require
cyclotron resonance. Enhanced Alfvén waves can directly
interact with low-energy ions.
Inspired by this finding, we question whether the enhanced Alfvén waves could nonlinearly interact with fast
electrons. According to linear theory, an electron beam cannot excite Alfvén waves just because no cyclotron resonant
interaction between electrons and Alfvén waves is possible.
The emerging issue is whether interactions via nonlinear processes are possible.
The reason why we are interested in beam electron distribution function will be briefly explained. It is well known
that in plasma physics literature, we usually model the distribution function of an electron beam by a displaced Maxwellian distribution function, which represents a standard approach. However, it may or may not be the best way to
describe the realistic situation, particularly in the solar–
terrestrial environment where enhanced Alfvénic turbulence
is pervasive. In some cases, both energetic protons and elec-

It is well known that two interpenetrating plasmas moving relatively along an ambient magnetic field can lead to
plasma instabilities, enhanced field fluctuations, and wave–
particle scattering. Among these, electromagnetic ion/ion instabilities have attracted much theoretical interest due to
many relevant applications in space physics research, such as
the study of the Earth’s magnetotail,1,2 bow shock,3–5 and
solar wind.6 – 8 Not only can ion beam instabilities explain
many commonly observed wave activities, but also, in some
cases, the instability can play pivotal roles that lead to essential consequences. An outstanding example is that the ion/ion
beam instability can lead to energy and momentum transfer
between two plasmas in the absence of Coulomb collisions.
It is by this process that the solar wind can pick up newly
created ions of interstellar,9–11 solar,12,13 and cometary
origins.14 –18
One of the reasons, that has made the electromagnetic
ion-beam instability very important is that under certain conditions the ion beam can excite ultralow-frequency hydromagnetic waves, such as Alfvén waves, which can in turn
result in pitch–angle scattering, a process which can efficiently modify and isotropize the ion-beam distribution.
Moreover, it was also found in a recent study that the ena兲
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trons may be produced at the same time, so that the beaming
particles actually involve both species. The protons can excite Alfvén waves if the beam velocity is sufficiently higher
than the Alfvén speed, although the streaming electrons cannot. We are interested in whether the ensuing Alfvénic turbulence can then modify the beam electrons via nonlinear
interactions. To investigate this issue is the principal purpose
of the present study.
In literature, all previous studies of the ion-beam instability mentioned earlier have made use of hybrid-code simulations. Evidently, in the present case, a full particle code is
necessary because we are ultimately interested in the distribution function of the streaming electrons. The organization
of this article is as follows. The simulation model is described in Sec. II. The one-dimensional 共1D兲 particle-in-cell
共PIC兲 simulation results and discussion are presented in Sec.
III, and conclusions are given in Sec. IV.
II. SIMULATION MODEL

A 1D PIC code based on the explicit algorithm is used in
this article. In PIC simulations, the electromagnetic fields are
defined in grids, and they are updated by the Maxwell equations; while the ions and electrons are taken as discrete particles, they can be anywhere in the simulation domain and
advance in the electromagnetic fields according to their
equations of motion.22,23 Although relativistic effects are included in the original code, they have no impact on the results in the present study. The 1D simulations allow spatial
variations only in the x direction, but include the full threedimensional velocities and electromagnetic fields, and the
ambient magnetic field B0 is parallel to the x axis.
Initially, the beam and background particles are distributed uniformly in the simulation domain, where both the
beam and background particles consist of ions and electrons
with same number density. The beam ions and electrons flow
in the ⫹x direction with the same bulk velocity V b ⫽10 V A
relative to the background plasma. Initially, the beam ions
are assumed to possess the following distributions:
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f ⬃exp ⫺

冊 冉

冊

共 u 储 ⫺u b 兲 2
共 u⬜ ⫺u s 兲 2
exp
⫺
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where u⫽ ␥  共␥ is the relativistic factor, and  is the particle
velocity兲 is the momentum per unit mass, subscripts 储 and ⬜
refer to the directions parallel and perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field B0 , respectively, and u s ⫽1.7 V A . The
distributions of the background ions and electrons are assumed to be Maxwellian, and the distribution of the beam
electrons is a displaced Maxwellian distribution. It is considered that the temperature of the ions is four times that of the
electrons. The ratio of the ion to electron mass is set to be
m i /m e ⫽400 in our simulation, where the subscripts i and e
denote the quantities associated with ions and electrons, respectively. The system length used in the present simulation
is L x ⫽256 c/  pi , where c is the speed of light 共here, we
assume c⫽40 V A ),  pi⫽(n 0 e 2 /m i  0 ) 1/2 is the ion–plasma
frequency, and c/  pi is the ion inertial length. The grid cell is
⌬x⫽2.0c/  pi , and the time step is ⌬t⫽0.0005 ⍀ ⫺1
i , where
⍀ i ⫽eB 0 /m i is the ion–gyro frequency. We use 400 super-

FIG. 1. The time evolutions of magnetic field energy in logarithmic scale,
the parameters are n b /n 0 ⫽0.006 and ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 . 共a兲 Total wave energy
( B ). 共b兲 Energy of waves with positive helicity ( ⫹
B ) and negative helicity
( ⫺
B ).

particles per cell for each species, and the beam density is
n b /n 0 ⫽0.006. Periodic boundary conditions are employed
in our simulation.
Normalization of physical quantities is described as follows. The length is expressed in units of c/  pi , and the time
is normalized to ⍀ ⫺1
i . The velocity is expressed in units of
V A . The magnetic and electric fields are expressed in units
of B 0 and V A B 0 , respectively.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the first case, we set the plasma ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 . Previous studies reported in literature find that waves due to the
resonant beam instability excite waves with positive helicity,
共a right-hand side mode that propagates to the ⫹x direction兲
whereas the nonresonant instability excites waves with negative helicity 共a right-hand side mode that propagates to the
⫺x direction兲. Taking advantage of this fact, we can study
the excitation process by separating the wave fields into positive and negative helical parts.24,25 Figure 1 shows the time
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FIG. 2. The field quantities ␦ B y , ␦ B⫽ 冑␦ B 2y ⫹ ␦ B z2 , the Fourier power spectrum ␦ B 2y (k), the bulk velocity of beam ions 共dashed line兲 and electrons 共solid
⫺1
⫺1
⫺1
which correspond to initial growth 共prediction from the linear theory兲, saturation,
line兲 V x , V y at 共a兲 t⫽52 ⍀ ⫺1
i , 共b兲 68 ⍀ i , 共c兲 88 ⍀ i , and 共d兲 172 ⍀ i
postsaturation and quasi-equilibrium stages, respectively. The parameters are n b /n 0 ⫽0.006 and ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 .

evolution of  B ⫽ ␦ B 2 /B 20 , the total magnetic field energy,
 B⫹ , the magnetic field energy of the positive waves, and
 B⫺ , the magnetic field energy of the negative waves in logarithmic scales. Obviously, the right-hand side resonant instability, which corresponds to Alfvén waves, dominates and,
thus, the nonresonant instability is negligible. This conclusion is consistent with the previous discussions and hybrid
simulations.26,27 From about t⫽32 ⍀ ⫺1
i , the resonant wave
begins to grow in time, and it saturates at about t
⫽68 ⍀ ⫺1
i . It reaches a quasi-equilibrium stage at about
100 ⍀ ⫺1
i .
Figure 2 describes the field quantities ␦ B y , ␦ B
⫽冑␦ B 2y ⫹ ␦ B z2 , the Fourier power spectrum ␦ B 2y (k), the
bulk velocity of beam ions and electrons V x , V y at t
⫺1
⫺1
⫺1
which corre⫽52 ⍀ ⫺1
i , 68 ⍀ i , 88 ⍀ i , and 172 ⍀ i
spond to initial growth 共prediction from the linear theory兲,

saturation, postsaturation and quasi-equilibrium stages, respectively. In this Fourier power spectrum ␦ B 2y (k), the positive sign ‘‘⫹’’ of k means that excited waves have positive
wave numbers, which are the right-hand side resonant modes
propagating to the ⫹x direction; while the negative sign
‘‘⫺’’ of k corresponds to the right-hand side nonresonant
modes propagating to the ⫺x direction, which have the
negative wave numbers. The characteristics of the four different stages are described as follows.
At the linear growth stage, the right-hand side mode has
a nearly monochromatic wave spectrum, and the wave number is about 0.12  i /c. It satisfies the gyro resonant condition involving ions and Alfvén waves:

 ⫹⍀ i ⫺k  储 ⬇0,

共1兲

where  ⫽kV A is the Alfvén wave dispersion relation,  储 is
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FIG. 2. 共Continued.兲

the velocity of beam ions which interact with the Alfvén
waves. At this stage, we can use the bulk velocity of the
beam plasma V b ⫽10 V A to stand for  储 , so we get k
⫽0.11  i /c. Magnetic pulsations are formed at about x
⫽128c/  i , which steepen progressively. The magnetic pulsation traps the beam ions and electrons via gyro-phase
bunching. Thus, the bulk velocity of the beam ions and electrons in the ⫹x direction decreases at the position of the
magnetic pulsation, and the influence of the magnetic pulsation decelerates the beam ions more efficiently than the beam
electrons. Figure 2 also shows a nearly positive correlation
between the bulk velocity of the beam ions and electrons in
the y direction and ␦ B y , but the amplitude of the bulk velocity of the beam ions is larger than that of the beam electrons. It is same for the bulk velocity of the beam ions and
electrons in the z direction and ␦ B z 共not shown兲.
At the saturation stage, the situation is similar to the
linear growth stage, except that the amplitude of the mag-

netic field and the beam plasma bulk velocity are larger. The
magnetic pulsations are obvious, and they propagate to the
⫹x direction with a speed about 1.0 V A . More beam ions are
trapped by the magnetic pulsation than at the linear growth
stage. Thus, the beam ion velocity parallel to the ambient
magnetic field  储 is dispersed. According to Eq. 共1兲, waves
with higher wave numbers can be excited. The result is that
the wave spectrum is broadened.
At the postsaturation stage, the magnetic pulsations split,
and an increasing number of spiky magnetic pulsations
emerge, and, moreover, the widths and amplitudes of the
pulsations vary from place to place. The beam ions are still
trapped by the magnetic pulsations, but the beam electrons
cannot be trapped. The positive correlation between the bulk
velocity of the beam electrons in the y direction and ␦ B y can
still be found, but the bulk velocity of the beam ions begins
to deviate this positive correlation. In summary, more resonant waves with higher wave numbers, as well as the non-
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FIG. 2. 共Continued.兲

resonant waves, are excited at this stage, although the level
of the nonresonant waves is negligible.
At the quasi-equilibrium stage, the wave spectrum of the
excited mode becomes very broad, and more magnetic energy is transferred to higher wave number modes. The characteristic scale size of the magnetic pulsation  is roughly
equal to the wavelength of the excited resonant waves. The
bulk velocity of beam ions is about 5.0 V A , while the bulk
velocity of the beam electrons remains almost unchanged in
the same spatial region, which is about 8.2 V A . A positive
correlation between the bulk velocity of the beam ions and
electrons in the y direction and ␦ B y can be found.
Figure 3 shows the reduced velocity distributions of the
⫺1
beam electrons f (u 储 ) and f (u⬜ ) at t⫽52 ⍀ ⫺1
i , 68 ⍀ i ,
⫺1
⫺1
88 ⍀ i , and 172 ⍀ i . Initially, the reduced velocity distributions of the beam electrons f (u 储 ) and f (u⬜ ) are Gaussian
distributions. Later on, the distribution f (u 储 ) evolves only
slightly from the initial Gaussian distribution with a small

increase of the momentum dispersion due to the effect of the
enhanced Alfvén waves until the quasi-equilibrium stage. On
the other hand, the situation for the reduced velocity distribution of the beam electrons f (u⬜ ) is different. The Alfvén
waves can scatter it into a ring distribution such that
 f (u⬜ )/  u⬜ ⬎0 exists near u⬜ ⫽0. The ring distribution begins to form at about t⫽48 ⍀ ⫺1
i , and its radius is positively
correlated with the fluctuation level of the excited Alfvén
waves. The radius is about 2.5 V A at 68 ⍀ ⫺1
and 0.2 V A at
i
⫺1
88 ⍀ i . In the quasi-equilibrium stage, the ring distribution
persists, and the radius is about 0.7 V A at t⫽172 ⍀ ⫺1
i . The
reduced distribution can be modeled by a function f (u⬜ )
⬃exp关⫺(u⬜⫺us)2/␣2兴 as considered in Wu et al.28
Previous hybrid simulations show that the background
ions, as well as the beam ions, can be heated by the excited
Alfvén waves with a high turbulence level,19 however,
whether the beam and background electrons can be heated by
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FIG. 2. 共Continued.兲

the excited Alfvén waves has never been studied. Figure 4
presents the thermal speed of the beam and background electrons as a function of time, both the beam and background
electrons begin to be rapidly heated at about t⫽50 ⍀ ⫺1
i ,
where the turbulence level of the excited Alfvén waves is
reasonably high, and the waves heat the beam electrons more
effectively than the background electrons. For the beam electrons, the thermal speed in the direction perpendicular to the
background magnetic field is positively correlated with the
turbulence level, and it is about 11 and 6 times of its initial
value at the saturation and quasi-equilibrium stages, while in
the direction parallel to the background magnetic fields, the
corresponding values are about 6 and 10 at the saturation and
quasi-equilibrium stages. For the background electrons, although the situation is similar to the beam electrons, the heat
effect by the excited Alfvén waves is less significant, at the
quasi-equilibrium stage, the thermal speed is about 5.2 and
1.6 times of its initial value in the direction parallel and

perpendicular to the background magnetic field, respectively.
At the final phase, the velocity distribution of the background electrons is still a nearly Maxwellian distribution.
One thing we need to know is that part of the heat of both the
beam and background electrons in the direction parallel to
the background magnetic field is attributed to the effect of
charge separation between the electrons and ions, and this
effect leads to the heat process for the beam electrons in the
direction parallel to the background magnetic field at about
t⫽5 ⍀ ⫺1
i .
In the second case, we designate ␤ i ⫽0.04. Figure 5 describes the time evolution of  B ⫽ ␦ B 2 /B 20 , and it is almost
the same as the case ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 . Actually, other physical
values are also similar to the case ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 except the
perpendicular velocity distribution of the beam electrons.
Figure 6 shows the reduced perpendicular velocity distribu⫺1
tions of the beam electrons f (u⬜ ) at t⫽56 ⍀ ⫺1
i , 68 ⍀ i ,
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⫺1
⫺1
⫺1
FIG. 3. The reduced velocity distributions of the beam electrons at different times t⫽52 ⍀ ⫺1
i , 68 ⍀ i , 88 ⍀ i , and 172 ⍀ i , the parameters are n b /n 0
⫽0.006, ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 . 共a兲 The reduced velocity distribution in the direction parallel to the ambient magnetic field f (u 储 ), the dashed line denotes the fitted
Gaussian distribution. 共b兲 The reduced velocity distribution in the direction perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field f (u⬜ ). Subscripts 储 and ⬜ denote the
directions parallel and perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field.
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FIG. 4. The thermal speed of the beam
and background electrons as a function of time, the parameters are
n b /n 0 ⫽0.006 and ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 . 共a兲
The thermal speed of beam electrons
in the direction parallel to the background magnetic field. 共b兲 The thermal
speed of beam electrons in the direction perpendicular to the background
magnetic field. 共c兲 The thermal speed
of background electrons in the direction parallel to the background magnetic field. 共d兲 The thermal speed of
beam electrons in the direction perpendicular to the background magnetic
field.  储 e0 and ⬜e0 denote the initial
electron thermal speed in the direction
parallel and perpendicular background
magnetic field.

⫺1
76 ⍀ ⫺1
i , and 172 ⍀ i , which correspond to initial growth,
saturation, postsaturation and quasi-equilibrium phases, respectively. The ring distribution of the beam electrons only
appears near the saturation phase and, in other phases, the
ring distribution is almost indistinguishable. Even if we increase ␤ i , the ring distribution of the beam electrons will
also disappear at the saturation phase when ␤ i ⭓0.2. Figure 7
presents the thermal speed of the beam and background electrons as a function of time, although the excited Alfvén
waves can heat the beam and background electrons, but it is
much less effective than that of the ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 case, the
final thermal speeds of beam electrons are 1.25 and 1.50 of

FIG. 5. The time evolutions of total magnetic field energy  B in logarithmic
scale, the parameters are n b /n 0 ⫽0.006 and ␤ i ⫽0.04.

their initial values in the direction parallel and perpendicular
to the background magnetic field, while the corresponding
values are only about 1.05 and 1.01 for the background electrons that are insignificant.
We have also simulated the cases n b /n 0 ⫽0.01 and 0.05;
the results are similar to the case n b /n 0 ⫽0.006. The interaction between the background and tenuous beam plasma can
excite right-hand side resonant waves, which can scatter the
beam electron into a ring velocity distribution and heat the
beam and background electrons.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have simulated the nonlinear beam–
plasma interaction process with emphasis placed on the
study of the velocity distribution of the beam electrons during the process. From the simulation results, we find the
following salient points.
Because the density of the beam particles is tenuous, the
resonant instability of the right-hand side mode is generally
dominant, and the excited waves are low-frequency Alfvén
waves. This is in agreement with previous investigations reported in literature. The time evolution of these waves consists primarily of four phases: The initial growth, saturation,
postsaturation and quasi-equilibrium phases, which are consistent with the results obtained by Wang and Lin with 1D
and two-dimensional hybrid simulations, although they use a
longer system length.29
However, our main interest is how these waves affect the
velocity distribution of the beam electrons. With PIC simulations, we are able to study this issue. The details have
already been discussed in Sec. III. Here, we only summarize
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FIG. 6. The reduced velocity distribution in the direction perpendicular to
the ambient magnetic field f (u⬜ ) at
⫺1
different times t⫽56 ⍀ ⫺1
i , 68 ⍀ i ,
⫺1
⫺1
76 ⍀ i and 172 ⍀ i , the parameters
are n b /n 0 ⫽0.006 and ␤ i ⫽0.04.

the main conclusions. When ␤ i is sufficiently low 共⬍0.01兲,
in the linear growth phases, the perpendicular velocity distribution of the beam electrons can be pitch–angle scattered
into a ring-like distribution, and, as a result, there exists a
positive  f (u⬜ )/  u⬜ region. The radius of the positive
 f (u⬜ )/  u⬜ region is correlated with the magnetic fluctua-

tion level. It reaches a peak value at the saturation stage, and
decreases at the postsaturation stage. At the quasiequilibrium phase, the positive  f (u⬜ )/  u⬜ region in the velocity distribution of the beam electrons still persists. But,
the ring distribution disappears at the quasi-equilibrium
phase if the ion beta is sufficiently high. For example, when

FIG. 7. The thermal speed of the beam
and background electrons as a function of time, the parameters are
n b /n 0 ⫽0.006 and ␤ i ⫽0.04. 共a兲 The
thermal speed of beam electrons in the
direction parallel to the background
magnetic field. 共b兲 The thermal speed
of beam electrons in the direction perpendicular to the background magnetic
field. 共c兲 The thermal speed of background electrons in the direction parallel to the background magnetic field.
共d兲 The thermal speed of beam electrons in the direction perpendicular to
the background magnetic field.  储 e0
and ⬜e0 denote the initial electron
thermal speed in the direction parallel
and perpendicular background magnetic field.
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␤ i ⭓0.01, and even at the saturation phase it disappears when
␤ i ⭓0.2.
Another interesting and significant point is that both the
beam and background electrons can be heated by the excited
Alfvén waves when the turbulence level is reasonably high.
But their final thermal speeds are anticorrelated with the parameter ␤ i . When ␤ i ⫽4⫻10⫺4 , the final thermal speeds of
the beam electrons are about 10 and 6 times of their initial
thermal speeds in the direction parallel and perpendicular to
the background magnetic field, while the corresponding values are about 5.2 and 1.6 for the thermal speeds of the background electrons. However, in the higher beta case, the heating effects are much less obvious. For instance, as shown in
Fig. 7, when ␤ i ⫽0.04, the increase of the thermal speeds of
the beam electrons is about 1.25 and 1.50 in the direction
parallel and perpendicular to the background magnetic field,
while the heating of the background electrons is negligible.
In short, the heating effect is more significant for the beam
electrons than the background electrons. Heating in the parallel direction seems to be attributed to the direct nonlinear
interaction with the excited waves, whereas it appears that, in
the very low beta case, pitch–angle scattering plays an initial
role in the heating in the perpendicular direction. Pitch–
angle scattering can first result in the formation of a ringlike
distribution and, subsequently, the enhanced waves randomize the beam distribution to broaden the velocity dispersion.
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